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l The linear-motor type flux pump can supply 
power to the superconducting coils  without  
current leads .

l The utility model is small in size and compact in 
structure.

l  There is no mechanical vibration and noise during 
its operation. 

We had designed and fabricated a kilo-amp linear-
motor type flux pump, whose maximum output 
current can exceed 1370A in 77K.
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A Kilo-Amp Linear-Motor Type Flux Pump

l A kilo-amp linear-motor type flux pump
l 10 Superconducting wires
l Hall current sensor1
l Hall current sensor2

Measure system
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l The polarities of DC 
windings on the same 
side are opposite, and 
the induced currents 
in the air gap on both 
sides are reverse.
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vx l The polarities of DC 
windings on the same 
side are same, and the 
induced currents in 
the air gap on both 
sides are in the same 
direction.

Formula:� = � × �. Change the polarities of the DC 
windings on the same side. That is to change the 
direction of the DC bias magnetic field in the air gap. 
Therefore, the directions of the output currents in the 
air gap on both sides can be the same or reverse.

l The linear relationship between the measured 
current and the voltage output by the Hall 
element is obtained by calibrating the Hall 
current sensor.

l Using this linear relationship, the direct current in 
the superconducting coil can be measured.
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